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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The proceeding of legged robots have been expanding the application elds from
industrial elds to the medical and rescue elds, in comparison with the other proposed
robot, the important factor of legged robot is the way of movement on irregular grounds
[1]  [3]. However, designing an eective walking control system for a legged robot
on unknown terrain is complex. It required not only an ecient mechanical dynamics
arithmetic for simulation, but also an adaptive walking control system [4]  [7].
There are many important contributions about mathematical analysis of the robot
dynamics have been developed steadily to simulate the motion of legged robot simula-
tion system [8]  [10].
Lagrangian formulation is traditional method to calculate the velocities and accel-
eration of robotics systems. However, there are superabundance algebraic constraints
in the inertia matrix. The dynamics matrix will become dicult to solute the inverse
dynamics in real time during the robot moving when external force is inuence such
as ground friction [11].
Featherstone's Articulated-Body Algorithm can calculate the mechanical dynam-
ics model of quadruped moving eciently [12]. The principle of this algorithm can
be described by tree-structure mechanisms. Each part of quadruped robot can be
constructed of a multiple-degree-of-freedom joints in a hierarchy structure. The ar-
ticulated bodies of the robot are consisted of a rigid body tree system, in which each
handle stand for an individual rigid body of the quadruped robot and each branch is
connected together with the robot's body [13][14]. Through recursive analysis of fric-
tionless rigid-body contact between the joints of robot's leg, the dynamics equations
system can simulate the motion of quadruped robot in the complex surface.
1
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On the basis of these dynamics algorithm, so many systematic studies on adaptive
walking control of legged robot have been developed [15][16]. Previous methods based
on the zero moment point (ZMP) have been applied to control the walking locomotion
robots widely [17]. ZMP is the extension of the center of gravity (COG) inducting the
inertia force as the robot moving. The main concept of this thesis aims at generating a
series of stability margin and a suitable sequence of swing leg to plan stable trajectory
of COG during the robot walking. Depend upon dierent methods to achieve the
support polygon, such as the crawl or trot patterns, the legged robots can adjust COG
motion to implement automatic control in complex road condition [18][19]. It is can
be considered as a postural imitation of animal's behavior to execute the coordinated
movement of each robot joint.
The advantage of this theory is that realizing a series of desired trajectory for joint
angle is simply by computing the moving of the ZMP of the robot's body reference the
inverted pendulum model [20]. This control algorithms for locomotion has shown to
be eective for biped robot especially in low-speed [21].
However, the limitations of it are discussed during a long time [22]. First reason of
criticized is that the generated walking patterns are lack of diversity because of the ex-
cessively simplied and linearized model [23][24]. Another reason is inverse kinematics
becomes very complicated. The information of external disturbances cannot easy to
obtain accurately in advance, when the quadruped robot is walking on irregular terrain
[25]. Because robot body with a large mass needs to be accelerated and decelerated by
actuators in every step cycle followed by superuous dynamic calculation.
Thanks to the development of biomedical eld, researchers have taken many inspi-
rations from central nervous system to solve these problems such as central pattern
generator (CPG) method [26][27].
In biology, CPG which located in the spinal cord of vertebrates, is able to generate
complex high dimensional signals for the control of coordinated periodic movements [28]
 [30]. It also can spontaneously tune the amplitude and the phase of the rhythmics
signals, to suit for the change of the external signals [31]. The rhythm output in CPG
can result from independent cellular activities such as adaptation, delayed excitation.
Additionally, CPG's can be adjusted the eect of the sensory input varies depending
on the phase of the pattern when the signal stimulate the cell. Under this concept,
researchers of robotics have been developed so many CPG modle with mathematic
3equations to simulate the signals of neural cell [32]  [34]. Some systematic studies to
legged robot for adaptive walking control also had been developed. It is an integrated
process through mechanics and biological theoretics.
By using this concept, CPG has become important neuromethodology to generate
locomotion signals for adaptive walking [35]. Although the principle of animals neurons
as central pattern generator (CPG) has not yet become well known, the characteristic
of it has been actively researched in articial intelligence [36][37]. So many outstanding
mathematical models have also been used, and they proposed that the CPG model has
the capability to generate the moving patterns with a rhythmic joint motion [38] 
[40]. To traverse the irregular terrain, the important task of legged locomotion is to
explore eective methodologies for accomplishing the coordinated movement between
each of robot joints.
K. Tsujita proposed a neural oscillator arrangement applied to a locomotion for
steady walking on the at surface road [41]. Y. Fukuoka and H. Kimura proposed a
quadruped robot to walk with medium walking speed on the irregular terrain based on
the CPG concept [42]. However, because these kind of CPG models are designed by
higher-order dierential equations, the parameters and the amplitude of CPG unit can
not easy to estimated beforehand for generating the adaptive output signals [43]. And
the quadruped robots are almost controlled by trot walking pattern with light-weight
robot, of which the weight balance is easy to keep. Once the weight is heavy, the robot
cannot walk stably with trot walking pattern. The weight balance cannot optimized
suciently in a short time during stance and swing phase of each leg.
In this work, we developed a hybrid CPG and COG control concept for a heavy
quadruped robot with intermittent crawl walking pattern which includes swing phase
of each leg to control the COG in the the stable triangle, and stance phase of four legs
to keep the weight balance as the COG moving in front.
To generate the stable joints gait for the quadruped robot, the support triangle
walking pattern has been established by using COG thesis. Through planning the
trajectory of robot COG location, the based stable joints gait can be get when the
robot moves on the at road with one cycle walking gait. These joints signals are
dened as the basic restriction of CPG units to generate the appropriate periodic gait
for the intermittent crawl pattern during the robot moving. Depend on adjusting
the CPG parameters, CPG can generate several groups adaptive joint signals for robot
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walking on the irregular terrain instead of dynamic computation in every walking cycle.
We also proposed an adaptive gait control system for a quadruped robot traversing
over irregular terrain with intermittent crawl pattern used central pattern generator
(CPG) networks with motor dynamics. A new CPG model for adaptive walking control
from our previous research [44] has been developed. The CPG model includes two DC
motors, instead excitatory unit and inhibitory unit, for controlling the robot's joint
directly. In this neural system, the joint DC motor functions, not only as an actuator
but also as a component of the CPG model with sensory feedback. Four CPG models
make up of a CPG network to generate an adaptive walking gait as the robot walks.
In order to testify the eectiveness of proposed CPG unit, we have to adjust the
parameters of the CPG dierence equations for the period signals. Through the limit
cycle analyse, the dierent equation of CPG unit have an ability to generate the stbale
periodly signals [45][46]. By arbitrarily changing the parameters, CPG unit has an
ability to vary the frequency and the amplitude of internal states.
In the CPG network, CPGs have internal feedback and external input signals which
can automatically change the arbitrary values depending on the road surface change.
By using gyroscope, the robot has a capability to get the roll angle of robot's body.
Through changing the plural parameters of the CPG network, the CPG unit signal can
be on-o states for achieving the intermittent crawl pattern walking. For recognizing
the angle of the slope, we propose a stable range of the body's roll angle. If the
robot is walking on an irregular road and the body's angle is out of this range, the
gyroscope sensor will be feedback the body angle to the CPG network. For changing
the parameters of the CPG network and using the plural feedback information of the
CPG networks, the quadruped robot can move on irregular terrains.
To conrm that the proposed CPG network can generate a series of adaptive gait in
dierent kinds walking environment, we carried out experiments involving the walking
on an up-down slope. As the robot walks, the quadruped robot can move continuously
with the sequence of swing leg to control the COG in the stable region depend on
CPG system controlling. Through inducing the concept of COG (central of gravity),
the parameters of CPG unit can be changed to adjust the period and amplitude of
oscillation for intermittent crawl walking pattern with independent adaptability of
joints angles.
The rest of the dissertation is organized into ve main chapters.
5In Chapter 2, a Featherstone's Articulated-Body Algorithm is proposed to simulate
the mechanical dynamics model of quadruped robot. By using the assembly tree-
structure, the dynamics model of each joint can be calculated eciently as robot walk-
ing in the unknown environment.
In Chapter 3, we describes a new central pattern generator (CPG) model, which
the inhibitory and excitatory neurons are replaced by two DC motors for driving the
joints of the legs directly. In order to generate the regular oscillatory signals for the
quadruped robot, four CPG models mutually connected each other to control each leg's
joints. For adaptive walking on an irregular surface, a stable range of the robot body's
roll angle is proposed. By changing the parameters of the CPG network and inducing
the plural feedback information, the quadruped robot can walk stably on the irregular
terrain.
In Chapter 4, introduce the mechanical system and sensor control system to conrm
the validity of the proposed control system. Through the potentiometer, included
sensor and pressure sensor, the robot walking positing can be feedback to the CPG
networks. The quadruped robot can achievement the dynamics walking.
In Chapter 5, a set of simulation and experiment are demonstrated. The results show
that CPG metwork can autonomously generate the suitable periodic motion pattern
for each joint in dierent surface conditions.
The conclusion are given in the last Chapter.

CHAPTER 2
Dynamic Model of Quadruped Robot
2.1 Introduction to robot dynamics
In recent years, so many outstanding algorithms about mathematical analysis of
the robot dynamics have been developed to achieve the adaptive control in complex
environment. In the eld of the dynamics of mechanisms, researchers focus on the
problem of computational eciency for computing various complex trajectories of the
manipulation [47].
The classic approach is Lagrangian formulation which depends on velocities and
acceleration of the robotics systems in the generalized coordinates to obtain a clear
expression [48]. However, the Lagrangian formulation has been intruded numerous of
algebraic constraints into the dynamics matrix. It is dicult to solute both forward
dynamics and inverse dynamics in real time during the robot moving in high speed,
especially meet external force [49]. To solute this problem, Hollerbach have developed
Lagrangian formulation of manipulator dynamics using recursive relations of the ve-
locities, accelerations and forces for reducing the burden of the calculation of inverse
dynamics [50]. However it was much less eciency than the recursive Newton-Euler
algorithm, if the robot plan to adjust mechanical system with the additions or sub-
tractions of some parts [51].
Hwang developed the recursive Newton-Euler method for human limb inverse dynam-
ics to improve the eciency of the recursive method by referring forces and moments to
local link coordinates for the real-time control of a walking machine [52]. However, the
accuracy will decrease with increasing the number of body's parts, there is a practical
upper limit to the number of bodies, and the eciency is lost with a high density of
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kinematics loops [53][54]. It is not convenience to simulate the quadruped robot if the
mechanical structure changed.
Featherstone's Articulated-Body Algorithm uses articulated-body equations to de-
scribe the dynamics of the mobile robot. It is dened by six degrees of freedom vector
of rigid body to reduce the coordinate representation and present a substantial collec-
tion of the most ecient algorithms for calculating rigid-body dynamics [55]. Through
computing articulated-body equations of robot mechanical systems, the bias force and
torque of each handle can be calculated accurately, when the quadruped robot moves
on the unknown surface.
In this research, we use Featherstone's Articulated-Body Algorithm to calculate the
mechanical dynamics model of quadruped moving. By using tree-structure mecha-
nisms, we can calculate the dynamics of every part of the quadruped robot rather than
that of the whole body eciently. Through recursive analysis of frictionless rigid-body
contact between the joints of robot's leg, we can get a dynamic model to solve the
acceleration of every part of the robot matrix for control locomotion.
2.2 Mechanical structure of quadruped robot
Figure 2.1 shows the wire frame model of the quadruped robot. Each leg of it has
three active joints driven by DC motor which provide a total of three degrees of freedom
including hip yaw joint, knee and ankle pitch joint as the Fig. 4.8 shown. The main
function of the hip joint is provide the primary power to the forward moving, as the
robot walking. The 2nd and 3rd joints mostly used to adjust the leg's height when the
robot overcome the slope.
Z
Y
x
World coodinate
ROLL
PITCH
YAW
Figure 2.1: Quadruped robot model
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The total height is 63cm, overall width is 84cm and the weight of this robot is 26kg,
respectively. Their physical parameters are listed in the Table 2.1. To recognize the
changing of the road condition, we assume that a gyroscope sensor is installed to denote
the roll angle of the robot's body for achieving the adaptive walking.
Table 2.1: Physical parameters of quadruped robot
Body 1st leg 2nd leg 3rd leg
Width [m] 0.12 0.1 0.08 0.1
Length [m] 0.72 0.11 0.1 0.4
Height [m] 0.12 0.1 0.08 0.1
2.3 Rigid body dynamics
Because all of robot's joints are controlled by DC motor for supporting the torque
directly, and the distance between each joint remain unchanged during the walking
time if neglected the small deformation during the time of collision. In this research,
the quadruped robot is considered as a rigid body system. We use the Newton-Euler
dynamics equations for expressing the relationship of torque and joint angle to control
the translational and rotational of motion.
To calculate the velocities of each articulated-body, we dene it as a three-dimensional
solid object bounded by six square faces just like regular hexahedron. This concept is
shown as the Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Rigid body
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Eq. (2.1) shows vector V ert include eight element of one rigid cube. When the
rigid body moved by using joint angle's command, all of the points on the body have
the same angular velocity and acceleration.
V ert = [l1; l2; l3; l4; l5; l6; l7; l8]
T (2.1)
li ( i = 1 6 ) is the position of each element of rigid body. By using Eq. (2.2),
we can get the absolutely position of each element to calculate the dynamics torque of
this part during the quadruped robot walking.
V ert(a) = (V ert+ p)RxRyRz (2.2)
Here, V ert(a) is the absolute position vectors of rigid body. p is the position of the
center of gravity in reference frame include px, py and pz. Rx, Ry and Rz are the
rotating basis vectors of x, y and z axis. By using this equation, the rotation and
translation of one rigid body can be calculated.
The relationship between the speed and angular velocity of rigid body are shown in
Eq. (2.3)  (2.6):
v0 = _c  !  c (2.3)
V (s) = v0 + !  p (2.4)
! =
2664
!x
!y
!z
3775 (2.5)
v0 =
2664
v0x
v0y
v0z
3775 (2.6)
Here, c is the position of center of gravity, ! is the vector of angle speed include x,
y and z axes. v0 is the speed of the rigid body and V
(s) is the absolute speed of this
rigid body with the angle command. Every point of a rigid body in x, y and z axis
moves in a circle under on our command control, the position will be used to described
by the kinematics equations. The position and angular velocity can be equal even if in
the magnitude of the velocity as the robot walking in complex surface. The force and
torque will be calculated by the Eq. (2.7) and (2.8).
f = m( _v0 + _!  c+ !  (v0 + !  c)) (2.7)
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 = I _! + !  I! + cm( _v0 + _!  c+ !  (v0 + !  c)) (2.8)
Here, f is total force acting on the center of mass,  is the total torque of it. _v0
is angular acceleration of the body, _! is angular acceleration of the body. Based on
these equations, the force of rigid body can be described in the control system by using
angle command. c denotes a skew-symmetric cross product matrix. The forces and
moments of the equation can be calculated in a spatial wrench. The inertial terms are
contained in the spatial inertia matrix. When the robot walks on the ground, the center
of mass will not coincident with the coordinate frame, the translational and angular
accelerations will be coupled by associating with the force and torque components of
joint command. The matrix form as:24 f

35 = IS
24 _v0
_!
35+
24 !^ 0
v^0 !^
35 IS
24 v0
!
35 (2.9)
IS is the matrix of energy during the rigid body moving as the Eq. (2.10) shown. c^
denotes a skew-symmetric cross product matrix in the local coordinate frame for rigid
body denoted in Eq. (2.11). In this classical mechanics equations, translational and
rotational dynamics of rigid body can be described using iterative algorithm.
IS =
24 mE mc^T
mc^ mc^c^T + I
35 (2.10)
c^ =
2664
0  cz cy  cz cy
cz 0  cx 0  cx
 cy cx 0 0  cx
3775 (2.11)
From the following equations, inverse dynamics derives the torque at the rigid body
based on the movement of the eight elements. This process used to calculate the joint
moments. If reverse the forward dynamics equations of motion, the set of dierential
dynamics equations can compute the position trajectories of the idealized articulated
body from the accelerations.
2.4 The assembly tree of robot system
In order to speed up the dynamics simulation of rigid body system, Redon [56] solve
the problem by calculating joint accelerations in a limited sub-tree of the assembly tree
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as shown in Fig. 2.3. In this binary assembly tree, robot system can be described by
the sequence of assembly operations, in which the leaf nodes represent rigid bodies,
the base node corresponds to the hierarchy with the root bone to compute the move
of articulated in coordinate system. Each part node is dened as a linkage between
the sub-articulated body of robot system. The joint angle used to connect two nodes.
Therefore, in this dynamics linkage, the animation packages consist of multiple-DOF
joints and the bones are arranged in a tree-like.
base
1
2
3
child
child
childmother
mother
mother
sister
Figure 2.3: Relationship of each link in the assembly tree
In this research, an articulated body system is recursively dened by connecting ar-
ticulated parts to simulate the robot walking motion. To simulate this robot mechanical
system, Newton-Eula is the also important to get the accelerations and velocities. The
Eq. (2.12) can show the iterative system of rigid bodies, in which each leg is connected
together by joints and are controlled by various forces.
24 f

35 = IS _ +   IS (2.12)
As the Eq. (2.12) shown,  is the vector of angle and velocity, IS is the inertia
matrix of the rigid body. The quantities appearing in this equation are spatial vectors
and tensors. On the link i of this articulated body system, the force and angler
will include the robot's command and environment. All of the body positions and
velocities can be known with all of the acceleration-independent forces include joint
command and the ground force. The only unknown quantities are the accelerations
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and the kinematic constraint forces. It can be calculated by equation (2.13), which is
Featherstone iterative equations to denote the relationship of moment between each
parts.24 fj
j
35+
24 fEj
Ej
35 
24 fj+1
j+1
35 = ISj _j + j  ISj j (2.13)
Here, fEj is the external force of the link j, fj is the total force on the linkj .
This equations group shows the inverse dynamics equations of Newton-Eula in this
research to calculate the force and torque by using angle signal from control system.
The quadruped robot can be constructed in Eq. (2.14).
24 fj
j
35 = ISj _j + j  ISj j  
24 fEj
Ej
35+
24 fj+1
j+1
35 (2.14)
If the mechanism contains the external force, then at least one of the connections
will involve two or more joints, the kinematic tree can always be recursively in this
way, each connection involves no more than one joint. The equation as follows:
uj = s
T
j
24 fj
j
35 (2.15)
fj and j are computed by the following procedure, the torque of each joint can
be evaluated by the body's motion include given an external forces and joint torques
acting on the body. This evaluation algorithm avoids large spikes in the applied forces
with appropriate sub-frame stepping works well in most cases.
The articulated body model in Featherstone's original algorithm is more restrictive
and consists of n rigid links connected by a series of single-DOF joints in a branch-free
chain [57]. In this hierarchy rigid body system, if the extern force impact on one part
to enforce the constraint, it will potentially alter the acceleration of multiple joints,
and aect the others articulated body of the legged robot. The node number of this
quadruped robot is shown in gure 2.4.
Each links and joints are numbered from 1 to n such as j connects linkj+1 to
its parent linkj 1. By this way, this quadruped robot is dened as a animation
dynamics tree-like system. Calculating the dynamics of a kinematic tree is signicantly
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Base(link1)
link2
link3
link4
link5
link6
link7
link8
link9
link10
link11
link12
link13
link14
link15
link16
link17
Figure 2.4: The number of each link with assembly tree
easier than for a closed-loop system. Because this assemble tree denote the rigid-body
system not include contain kinematic loops. The structure of this hierarchical can
hash implementation the command of robot joints by using dynamics equations of
Featherstone algorithm. The original equation shows Eq. (2.16).24 fj
j
35 = IAj _j + bj (2.16)
Here fj and j represent the joint force and torque vector to handle j, fi is the total
force of linkj include control force and ground friction force. i is the torque of linkj .
_j is the acceleration vector on the world coordinate system. I
A
j is the inertia matrix.
bj is the bias vector including include Coriolis's force, external force, and joint torque
of handle j. This equation denote the connection of each articulated body represented
to the robot body by using the root node.
Each may be considered as an array of vector based on the vect. The acceleration
of each part is shown in Eq. (2.17):
qj =
uj   sj(IAj _j + bj )
sTj I
A
j sj
(2.17)
Based on the Featherstone's dynamics equations of a single rigid body, we have
designed an articulated body system for constructing the dynamic equations by using
an assembly tree of robot system. Featherstone dynamics equations present a ecient
algorithms for quadruped robot walking in an complex surface.
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2.5 Position control system of robot's joint
To control each joint accurately, an inner position PD loop is used. Because the
hip, knee and ankle joint of this robot is symmetrical, the three groups PD parameters
will be designed. The micro-controllers can accept the error of the joint position and
velocities as the robot walking. The control system is shown in Fig. 2.5.
quadruped
robot model
K
d
e
+
-
K
p
e
+
-
q
ref
q
ref
・
・
+
+
1
s
u q
・・
1
s
q
・
q
Figure 2.5: PD position control system
q is the angle of each joint as robot walking. The PID controller calculates the
dierence between real variable and the desired value. Because of variable PD, the
control system can minimize the error by adjusting the process the u, which is also
include the ground friction force. It is dened fundamental for sticking rmly to the
ground and permitted lateral forces to build up if negative slipping force as shown in
Eq. (2.18).
ui = Kpj(qrefi   qi) +Kdj( _qrefi   _qi) (2.18)
in which qrefi and _qrefi are the joint angle and angle speed of calculating by dynamics
equations. qi and _qi are the joint angle and angle speed in real time, respectively.
Kp and Kd are the value of PD control system. By using this method, convergence
conditions have been obtained and the learning technique has been implemented for
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reproducing both joint and planed trajectories as Eq. (2.19) and Eq. (2.20) shown.
Kp =
2666666666666664
Kphip1
Kpknee1
Kpankle1
: : :
Kphip4
Kpknee4
Kpankle4
3777777777777775
(2.19)
Kd =
2666666666666664
Kdhip1
Kdknee1
Kdankle1
: : :
Kdhip4
Kdknee4
Kdankle4
3777777777777775
(2.20)
Table 2.2: The PD values of each joint
1st joint（j = 1） 2nd joint（j = 2） 3rd joint（j = 3）
Kpj 32 25 25
Kdj 1.2 1.2 1.2
In this chapter, we use Featherstone's Articulated-Body Algorithm to calculate the
mechanical dynamics model of quadruped moving. By using assembly tree-structure
mechanisms, we can calculate the dynamics of every part of the quadruped robot rather
than that of the whole body eciently. Through recursive analysis of frictionless rigid-
body contact between the joints of robot's leg, we get the dynamics equations system
to simulate the quadruped robot.
CHAPTER 3
Central Pattern Generator
3.1 CPG unit
In biology, Central pattern generators (CPGs) are neural networks that produce
rhythmic patterned outputs endogenously [58]. The classic evidence of the central
pattern generator was discovered through anatomizing the dog nervous system in 1911
[59]. By using the analyses of cellular, the result of that experiment had shown a serial
of rhythmic outputs in isolation resembling when hold back the brain nerve signal.
With the deep research of biomedicine, more and more evidences have proven CPG
exist in neural system of animals widely, not only locate in the spinal cord of in the
nerves system of vertebrate [60][61], but also in the nerves system of invertebrates
[62][63]. Through these researches, biologists believe that the intrinsic characteristic
of CPG unit is generate the rhythmic electrical by hyperpolarizing stimulus with ex-
citation and inhibitory unit correspondence [64]  [67]. The rhythm output in CPG
unit also results from independent cellular activities. These kinds of signal generation
can be deied by pattern generator which each movement generates signals according
to the corresponding pattern. This function of central pattern generators in neural
system of animals is the movement of adaptation. It is important to control the muscle
for achievement of adaptive movement in the complex environment.
Additionally, CPG network can be adjusted by the eect of the sensory varies with
the phase of the pattern when the signal stimulates the cell [68]. The experiments
have been shown the rhythmic outputs adjusted by muscle and sensory feedback with
limbs and other muscle targets [69][70]. The biochemical characteristic is shown in
Fig. 3.1. The nerves control system not only generate simply command to muscle but
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also receive the feedback information of brain, muscle and joint to produce adaptively
structured movements [71].
Central Pattern 
Generator
Muscle System
Rhythm 
Signals
Sensory
Feedback
Enviroment
Interaction
Figure 3.1: Central nervous system
In this control system, the Central Pattern Generator can be realized symmetric
signal which take advantage of period to muscle system. The excitation and inhibitory
unit can tune the amplitude and the phase of the rhythmic signals to adapt the change
of the external signals. By using sensory feedback, CPG has become important neu-
ropathology to generate locomotion signals for interaction environment.
Because of the development of mathematical eld, researchers have taken many
inspirations from central nervous system to solve these problems such as central pattern
generator (CPG) method [72]. Studies of autonomous dynamic adaptation have been
developed and so many CPG models are designed for controlling the legged robots
to implement the coordinated motion [73]  [75]. Although the theories about the
feedback of animal nerve system have proved rhythmic patterning can be generated
decently, some of researchers have used sensory feedback successfully to adjust the
output for the appropriate behaviors [76]  [78].
Huang proposed a method about walking motion in which neural oscillator interact
with the sensory feedback signals from the limb excitatory neural system [79]. By using
this concept, Kimura proposed a method to adjust the coupling of neural and mechani-
cal systems for achievement the implementation of autonomous adaptation to irregular
terrain [80]. Heliot designed a CPG model to control a DC motor characteristics of
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the implementing generation adaptive gait patterns for a quadruped robot in complex
environments [81].
With the development of research about CPG, a control diagram based on a neural
system model for the nerve system is designed, it is shown in the Fig. 3.2. Here, ue
and ui are the excitatory and inhibitory unit internal state variables of the two units
in the CPG model. a, b and c are the internal coupling coecients. These internal
state variables characterize the CPG unit to contribute to the maintenance of rhythmic
signals activity. Through these units constitute the CPG network can generate complex
high dimensional signals [82][83]. They can generate the period signals to joints angle
through nerve stimulation. At this time, motor is driven by aerent input from the
spatial through the pathways reex arcs.
u
i
u
e
Feed
e
c b
a
Excitatory unit
Inhibitory unit
Feed
i
Figure 3.2: CPG model
Feede and Feedi are the external inputs from the nerve system. Alteration of the
pattern is necessary, because feedback information can be received during robot walk-
ing. The output of CPG unit is required to changed movement in the period of the
patterned cycle. Feede and Feedi can connect the CPG unit to muscle system for
the eects of the sensory and respond to the information from CPG network. In this
research, we develop a new CPG model include two DC motors to generate the period
signal to control the robot joints. CPGs have internal feedback and external input
signals that can automatically change the arbitrary values depending on the change in
the road surface.
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3.2 DC Motor
DC motor is a mechanically commutated electric motor powered from direct cur-
rent. Because of the excellence of precision motion, the control system of DC motor
technologies are widely suppress and very useful to the robotics eld. In this part, we
will analyses the equations of motion for DC motor to get the periodic solutions of
equations with the dierent equations for the CPG unit processing. To be modeled a
DC Motor, simple circuit of its electrical diagram as shown in Fig. 3.3.
( )
a
v t
( )
a
i t
a
R
a
L
b
v
( )e t
( )
m
tω
J
Figure 3.3: Schematic Diagram of a DC Motor
Here, Va(t) is voltage applied to the motor, ia(t) is the current through the motor
windings, Ra is the motor winding resistance, La is the motor inductance, vb is the total
voltage induced in the armature, !m(t) is the speed of rotation, J is the inertia moment.
The motor torque te(t) is related to the armature current ia(t), by a torque constant
Kt. When the voltage of DC motor Va(t) is applied across the motor terminals, the eld
magnets are excited and armature conductors are supplied with current ia(t). Note
that current passing through the eld winding is the same as that in the armature.
The equation is shown:
te(t) = Ktia(t) (3.1)
In this euqation, te(t) is the torque of the motor. By using this equation, we can
get the torque with proportional current of motor. When a motor is controlled by the
support current, the drive voltage can be calculated during the working time, according
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to the equation below:
va(t) = La
dia(t)
dt
+Raia(t) + vb +Kv!m(t) (3.2)
Here va(t) is the voltage applied to the motor, ia(t) is the current through the motor
windings, Ra the motor winding resistance, Kv the motor's torque constant. Through
this equation, we can get the parameter's relationship of DC motor. Using the Laplace
transform, equations can be written as:
Va(s) = LasIa(s) +RaIa(s) +Kv
m(s) (3.3)
KtIa(s) = (Js+ Fv)
m(s) (3.4)
Here, 
m is the speed of rotation. By using these equations, we can get the transfer
function of angle velocity to derive voltage with Laplace equations about the speed
rotation and voltage of motor.
Gm(s) =

m(s)
Va(s)
=
Kt
LaJs2 + LaFvs+RaJs+KtKv +RaFv
(3.5)
If ignore of the motor inductance La, we also can take to meet a desired acceleration
rate without these kinds of less torque [84]. The function will become as follow:
Gm(s) =
Km
ms+ 1
(3.6)
Here, m is time constant, Km is gain constant. Through these equations shown, the
current of motor changes are much faster than the rotor velocity. We can treat the
rotor angle as if it were control by DC motor. Thus the current will grow exponentially
with a time constant, it is known as the electrical time constant. These dynamics
equations are widely suppress and very useful to be applied in real time development.
During the time pass the motor's rate of rotation equilibrates. Robot can apply the
voltage to a stationary DC motor to get angle and velocity.
By using these dynamics equations, the angle of DC motor can be calculated by
dierent equation. Through designed closed-loop transfer function, DC motor can be-
come a part of dierent equations groups to generate the period output automatically.
This characteristic is similar to the independent cellular activities of CPG unit. More-
over, by changing the transfer function of control system, we can calculate the output
of the angle signals precisely to control the robot joint.
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3.3 Development CPG unit with motor dynamics
In this paper, an adaptive gait control system for a quadruped robot traversing over
irregular terrain with an intermittent crawl pattern using central pattern generator
(CPG) networks with motor dynamics is proposed. We develop a new CPG model, in
which the inhibitory and excitatory neurons are replaced by two DC motors that drive
the joints of the legs. The DC motor functions not only as an actuator but also as a
component of the CPG model.
The CPG model includes two DC motors, instead of excitatory and inhibitory units,
for controlling the robot joint directly. The function of two DC motors not only as
an actuator but also as a component of the CPG model with sensory feedback. In
this paper, we develop our primal research and proposed a new CPG model, which
consisted by two DC motors for achieving the function of excitatory and inhibitory
neuron, respectively. Fig. 3.4 shows the block diagram of the proposed CPG model.
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Figure 3.4: CPG unit with motor dynamics
In this CPG unit, excitatory and inhibitory unit mutually connects with coupling
parameters, where ue denote the internal state of the excitatory unit and ui is the the
internal state of the inhibitory unit, the function of the them is output a series periodic
signal for controlling the joint motor. Km is the gain constant of the DC motor, m is
the time constant of the DC motor, Kg is the gear ratio and Ka is the gain of the DC
amplier. di and de are the external disturbance, a is the intrinsic excitatory coupling
parameters, b and c are the inhibitory and the excitatory coupling factors, respectively.
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The dynamic equations of the proposed CPG model are formulated as follows:
m
d2ue
dt2
=  due
dt
 KgKmKaa tan 1 ue (3.7)
 KgKmKac tan 1 ui +KgKmde +KgKmKaFeede
m
d2ui
dt2
=  dui
dt
+KgKmKab tan
 1 ue +KgKmKaFeedi +KgKmdi
Feede = <(0:01  i Ku 
p
   o1)
Feedi = <(0:01  i Kd 
p
o2   ) (3.8)
When the robot approaches in an downward-inclination on a roll plane, it will be
easily fell down due to the regular walking motion in defect of a shout high cyclic period
for this kind of inclination. Thus, in this research, we induce a complex number Feede
and Feedi to adjust the high cycle of each joint in a short time. Where o1 and o2 are
the stable body's roll angle of the robot for down slope,  is the measured body angle
in real time, Kr is the feedback gain. Feede;i is the real part of the complex number
as a feedback information to control the CPG model.
If the robot approaches to a downward-inclination road, the roll angle of it will be
reduce quickly. The gyroscope will detect this information and feedback to the CPG
model immediately. If the robot approaches to a upward or downward road, the roll
angle of it will be changed quickly. Ku and Kd is the gain of the feedback parameters,
the value is 0.01. The gyroscope will detect this information and feedback to the CPG
model immediately.  is the measured body angle in real time, If the body's angle
deviates from the stable range, then   o1 < 0 or o2   < 0. The value of Feede and
Feedi will become high to control the CPG model for generating a high cyclic period
until the roll angle coming back the stable range. At that time, Feede and Feedi will
become the origin value 0.01 again. Through these units constitute the CPG network
can generate complex high dimensional signals [82][83]. They can generate the period
signals to joints angle through nerve stimulation.
By using the complex parameters, the robot can overcome this road with a occasional
rhythmic joints motion. By using the complex feedback value, the robot can avoid
stumbling on an obstacle. Simulation results demonstrated that the CPG network
can autonomously generate the suitable periodic motion patterns of each joint under
dierent surface conditions.
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3.4 CPG unit parameters
In this part, we will discusses the parameters of central pattern generator for sustain
oscillations by using mutual excitatory and inhibition unit. They are represented by
a continuous variable to structure the second-order linear time dierent equations. In
order to ensure the eectiveness of proposed CPG unit, we propose to conduct the
parameters of the equations for the period signals. Limit cycle which is a nominally
periodic closed trajectory constructed by angle placement and angle velocity, is a way
to measure and ensure the stable signals of the oscillator for nding more ecient,
natural, fast for the signal of stable walking [85][86]. By using the limit cycle concept,
we can prove the stability of CPG unit and the eciency of control strategy.
3.4.1 CPG internal constants
We use a continuous internal constants to represent the model of the motor's dy-
namics equations include time constant m and proportion constant km, ka and kg. m
is the time constant of the DC motor, it is the main characteristic of this second-order
linear time in invariant system. Time constant also is used to characterize the fre-
quency response of CPG signal for describing the behavior of the impulse frequency.
Therefore, search a suitable value is important to periodic output of CPG unit. Here,
we set m = -0.75, the others parameters is show in the Table 3.1
Table 3.1: CPG Parameters sets
Kg Ka Km a b c
Value 1:5 4:8 125  2:5  18 18
The Fig. 3.5 shows the output of CPG unit. ue and ui are the internal state of the
excitatory and inhibitory unit. The trajectories of CPG unit move away and increase
rapidly with strong deformation. The stability directions of CPG output is disappear.
The CPG output signal become perturbation. The results indicate the time constant
can not control the frequency domain, because if m <0, the characteristic root is
unstable. Whereas, if the value of m is 0, the slope of signals will x, but also can not
stable just as gure. 3.6 shown.
In the Fig. 3.6, ue and ui increase regular, The equitations of CPG become rst
order dierent equations with the real part of characteristic root in fumigant. The
time constant can not adjust the timing response. However, if m >0, the response
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Figure 3.5: The response of ue and ui
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Figure 3.6: The response of ue and ui
of CPG will become actively and periodically with the value of the m varying. The
results are shown in the Fig. 3.7  3.10. The parameters of CPG unit are showed in
the Table. 3.2.
Figure 3.7 shows the result of ue with three dierent values of m. All of exhibit
oscillation are periodic and the frequency is adjusted clearly with time constant pa-
rameters varying. By using limit cycle, the oscillator behavior can be illustrated in the
graphic representation [87][88]. If the periodic signal is stable, the trajectory of it will
approach the limit cycle over time. If the signal is divergent oscillations, the trajectory
will get away from the attraction of the cycle [89]. With the m adjusting, the CPG
trajectory of the limit cycle start a xed point and around a nominally orbit swiftly as
shown in Fig. 3.8.
In the Fig. 3.9, the response ui become period with the excitation of ue. Fig. 3.10
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Table 3.2: CPG parameter sets
Kg Ka Km a b c
Value 1:46 4:71 120  2:3  20 20
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Figure 3.7: The response of ue
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Figure 3.8: The limit cycle of ue
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Figure 3.10: The limit cycle of ui
shows the angular displacement and angular velocity behavior of the oscillator. As the
result shown, when m >0, the time constant parameter can adjust the period output
of CPG. Through the simulation result, we can get the characteristics of m. The CPG
unit can generate the signal stably and the trajectory of ue and ui will approach the
limit cycle over time when m is in the reasonable reign.
The proportion constant of CPG unit includes km, ka and kg. The range of value can
inuence proportionally of the position of CPG's characteristics root in the complex
plane. In the Fig. 3.11  gure. 3.14, show the response of ue and ui with dierent
proportion constants. The values are shown in table 3.3, the other parameters are same
as table 3.2.
Table 3.3: The proportion constant sets
Kg Ka Km
Group1 1:46 4:71 1250
Group2  1:5 48 125
Group3 1:53 4:91 129
In the Fig. 3.11, the output of CPG unit can generate periodically with dierent
parameters as the blue, green and red line shown respectively. Although the others
parameters are the same as last experiment, the amplier of ue change very tremen-
dously. Fig. 3.12 shows the limit cycle of the ue. Stability of limit cycles can be
created, oscillations approach the limit cycle over time. Dierent values of proportion
constant can adjust the size of cycle. The Fig. 3.13 shows the output of ui. With ue
exciting, inhibitory unit ue can generate the signal periodically. Fig. 3.14 shown the
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Figure 3.11: The response of ue
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Figure 3.12: The limit cycle of ue
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Figure 3.13: The response of ui
limit cycle of the ui. The stability signal constitute all multipliers lie inside the limit
circle. Under the ue response, ui is driven by the tangent vector eld and generate the
periodic signals.
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Figure 3.14: The limit cycle of ui
The comparative simulation results demonstrate that this new CPG unit which in-
clude two DC motors, can satisfy the demand of CPG excitatory and inhibitory unit,
if these parameter setting in an ideal rage of complex plane. The dierent equations
of CPG unit can autonomously generate the suitable periodic motion patterns depend
on the the value of constant time m and proportion constrains parameters.
3.4.2 CPG mutual parameters
In this research, there are two kinds of mutual parameters include internal coupling
parameters a, b, c and feedback parameters Feede and Feedi. During the robot walking
in complex surface, the mutual parameters can change the value for dierent feedback
information. Through adjusting these mutual parameters, the periodic signals of CPG
unit will vary intensely to response the message of environment. The output of CPG
unit has ability to vary the wave in the period of the patterned cycle. In this part, we
will analyses of the characteristics of them.
a is the intrinsic excitatory coupling parameters in the excitatory unit. It has a
linear and incremental relationship with the amplitude of ue. With increasing the
value of a, the frequency of period and slope coecient gradually of CPG output will
become higher. A serial of simulation results will demonstrate the function of a for the
adjustment of the CPG unit. Here, we set a = -10. The other parameters are show in
the Table 3.4. The response of ue and ui are denoted in the Fig. 3.15, and the limit
cycle is shown in the Fig. 3.16.
In the Fig. 3.15, the output of CPG unit can be generated periodically with the
intrinsic excitatory coupling parameters a. And the signal of ue has a great inuence
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on the waveform of ui at the same frequency. But the amplier of ue is dierent from
ui, and the direction is invert. By using the limit cycle, this characteristic can depict
clearly, as the Fig. 3.16 shown. The cycle size of ue is larger than ui, and the moving
direction is invert. The two limit cycles have one public point, denote they have the
same value in each period. The CPG unit can generate the periodic signal, but the
rang of swing is distinguish tremendously when a <0.
Table 3.4: CPG parameter sets
Kg Ka Km m b c
Value 1:5 4:8 125  0:5 1  1
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Figure 3.15: The response of ue and ui
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Figure 3.16: The limit cycle of ue and ui
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Here, we set a = 20 to evaluate the characteristic of CPG output. The other param-
eters of CPG unit are show in the Table 3.5. The response of ue and ui are shown in
the Fig. 3.17, and the limit cycle is shown in the Fig. 3.18.
Table 3.5: CPG parameter sets
Kg Ka Km m b c
Value 1:31 5:5 130  0:5  5  5
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Figure 3.17: The response of ue and ui
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Figure 3.18: The limit cycle of ue and ui
In the Fig. 3.17, the blue line is ue and the green line is ui. As the result shown,
when a become too higher, harmonic oscillation probably occurs unstable with high
frequency. The frequency of ue and ui response dierent characteristics, the output
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amplitude and the period are restrained in the neighborhood of zero due to over strong
inhibition. The other eigenvalues are the characteristic multipliers for this limit cycle.
Their magnitudes are less than one, conrming that the limit cycle is screw in over
time. The amplier of ue is unstable, the size of limit cycle become smaller during
the sample time increase. Under this kind of excitatory, ui is an unstable limit cycle
results in divergent oscillations. The CPG unit can not generate the ideal signals for
robot control if the value of a is higher than stable region.
b and c are the inhibitory and the excitatory coupling parameters. They also play an
important role to feedback the signal for CPG unit as nerves cell response the informa-
tion from environment. Because the coupling factors can inuence each other, in this
experiment we analyze of b and c together. Here we sett three groups of parameters to
compare the result of CPG unit. The parameters are shown in Table. 3.6. The CPG
output is shown in Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.21. And the limit cycle of ue and ui are shown
in Fig. 3.20 and Fig. 3.22.
Table 3.6: The proportion constant sets
a b c
Group1  0:25 1  1
Group2  0:25 0 18
Group3  0:25 20 20
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Figure 3.19: The response of ue
Figure 3.19 and Fig. 3.21 show the signals of ue and ui. The periodic response
aected waveform of b and c parameter with dierent groups value. They can adjust
CPG equation with their value for varying the amplitude. ue is unstable at the value
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Figure 3.20: The limit cycle of ue
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Figure 3.21: The response of ui
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Figure 3.22: The limit cycle of ui
of Group2, because the network has a completely summertime structure. However, the
CPG unit will become period by using the parameters of Group1 and Group3. Fig.
3.20 and Fig. 3.22 shown the limit cycle of ue and ui, responsibility. The trajectory
sensitivities are well dened for the non-smooth and discontinuous ows associated
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with dierent group's value. Beyond the critical parameter value, the single-period
limit cycle can become unstable with behavior repeating every two cycles. The state
of the network does not fall into some stable stationary state for ant disturbance.
With the compassion, b and c inuence on the oscillation by using dierent value.
This characteristics can become a control method to adjust the amplier and frequency
of CPG unit. However, the amplier between the ue and ui, are numerousness if the
value result in CPG structure not symmetry.
Through the limit cycle analyses, the dierent equation of CPG unit have a ability
to generate the stable period signals. If the value of internal constant solid instead of
the parameter of DC motor, by arbitrarily changing the mutual parameters a, b and
c, the CPG can change the frequency and the amplitude of internal states ue, ui. The
ideal parameters are shown in Table. 3.7, the response of ue an ui occurs as Fig. 3.23
and Fig. 3.24.
Table 3.7: CPG parameter sets
Ka Kg Km m a b c
Value 1:5 4:8 125 0:2 2:5  18 18
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Figure 3.23: The response of ue and ui
In the Fig. 3.23, the blue line is ue and the green line is ui. By using this group
parameters, the stability of periodic behavior is generated. In the Fig. 3.24, the limit
cycle of ue and ui. In each cycle, a periodic solution corresponds to a xed point over
time. Stability of the periodic solution is equivalent to stability of the xed point. The
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Figure 3.24: The limit cycle of ue and ui
inhibitory and excitatory neurons can be replaced by two DC motors for the joints of
the legs directly for the regular oscillatory signals.
Although CPG have proved rhythmic patterning can be generated decently, it is
also need sensory feedback to adjust the output for the appropriate behaviors. In this
research, we induce a complex number Feede and Feedi. They are the external inputs
from the nerve system. The change of the parameters of the CPG network and the
generation of the plural feedback information.
By using the plural parameters information, CPG unit can change the angle range
of amplier. Feede and Feedi are the real part of the complex number that is a
feedback information to control the CPG model. Simulation results will demonstrate
the eective of feedback parameters with complex number. The CPG parameters are
shown in Table. 3.8. Fig. 3.25 and Fig. 3.26 shown the signals and limit cycle of ue
and ui.
Table 3.8: CPG parameter sets
Ka Kg Km m a b c
Value 1:5 4:8 125 0:15 1:5  20 20
Feede and Feedi can adjust the high cycle of each joint in a short time. The equations
are shown in Eq. (3.9). o1 and o2 are the stable body roll angle of the robot for down
and up slope;  can the measured body angle in real time and Kr is the feedback gain.
Feede and Feedi are the real part of the complex number that is a feedback informa-
tion to control the CPG model. If the robot approaches a downward or up inclination
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Figure 3.26: The limit cycle of ue and ui with feedback
road, its roll angle decreases quickly. The gyroscope will detect this information and
feed it back to the CPG model immediately. If the body angle deviates from the stable
range, o1 o < 0, Feede and Feedi will become a high value in order for to control the
CPG model to generate a high cyclic period, until the roll angle returns to the stable
range. At that time, Feede and Feedi again becomes the original value of 0.01. By
means of this concept, the robot can overcome the terrain condition through adaptive
rhythmic joints motion.
In Fig. 3.26 shows the limit cycle of ue and ui under the feedback parameter control.
The trajectories of them can change the orbit in short time, when Feede and Feedi
adjust the value. The limit cycle of CPG unit are regular and stable.
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3.4.3 CPG signal for generation of rhythmic motion
Through the simulation results, the CPG unit can generate the periodic signal by
using internal parameters. But there are strong coupling relation between the output
of ue and ui. The characteristics of the value need to set in the range for robot joint
motion as the Eq. 3.9 for generation of rhythmic motion.
qref (i) = ki  ue;i + offset(i) (3.9)
In equation. 3.9, ue;i is the signals of CPG unit, ki is the proportion gain of each
robot joint, offset(i) is the value of initial position of joint angle. By using this
method, the CPG unit which includes two DC motor dynamics model, can be used to
control quadruped robot. The control diagram is shown in gure. 3.27
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Figure 3.27: CPG control system
Based on this neural system, each of robot joint would be equipped with a generator
capable of controlling by the biological rhythms of central pattern generator (CPG).
The signal can achievement the eective motion and control the hip and knee joint of
each leg. The angle of the robot body can feedback to CPG unit. For adaptive walking
on an irregular surface, the stable range of the robot body roll angle is proposed. To
change of the feedback parameters of the CPG unit, the plural feedback information
enable the quadruped robot to walk stably on irregular terrain.
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3.5 CPG network
3.5.1 CPG network structure
In order to generate the fundamental gait patterns for the quadruped robot, coopera-
tive oscillation among each joint is required. Four CPG models are mutually connected
to each other for control the joints of each leg. Through inducing the concept of center
of gravity (COG), the parameters of CPG units adjust the period and amplitude of
CPG units for intermittent crawl pattern. Using the plural parameters information,
CPG units can change the angle range of joints to control the COG in the stable region
when the robot walks on the irregular terrain, needless the superuous calculation of
dynamic.
The change of the parameters of the CPG network and the generation of the plural
feedback information enable the quadruped robot to walk stably on irregular terrain.
In order to generate the fundamental gait signals for the quadruped robot, the CPG
models are mounted in each leg as depicted in Fig. 3.28. They are connected each other
by the coupling parameters kij. Here, FL, FR, HL, and HR denote the Front-Left leg,
Front-Right leg, Hind-Left leg, and Hind-Right leg, respectively.
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Figure 3.28: CPG network model
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They are connected each other by the coupling parameters i and j (i, j = 14). The
dynamic equations of the CPG network are given as follows:
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
m
d2ue1
dt2
=  due1
dt
 KgKmKaa1 tan 1 ue1
 KgKmKac1 tan 1 ui1 +KgKmde1
+KgKmKaFeede1 + k21 tan
 1 ue2
+k31 tan
 1 ue3 + k41 tan 1 ue4
m
d2ui1
dt2
=  dui1
dt
+KgKmKab1 tan
 1 ue1
+KgKmKaFeedi1 +KgKmdi1
(3.10)
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
m
d2ue2
dt2
=  due2
dt
 KgKmKaa2 tan 1 ue2
 KgKmKac2 tan 1 ui2 +KgKmde2
+KgKmKaFeede2 + k12 tan
 1 ue1
+k32 tan
 1 ue3 + k42 tan 1 ue4
m
d2ui2
dt2
=  dui2
dt
+KgKmKab2 tan
 1 ue2
+KgKmKaFeedi2 +KgKmdi2
(3.11)
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
m
d2ue3
dt2
=  due3
dt
 KgKmKaa3 tan 1 ue3
 KgKmKac3 tan 1 ui3 +KgKmde3
+KgKmKaFeede3 + k13 tan
 1 ue1
+k23 tan
 1 ue2 + k43 tan 1 ue3
m
d2ui3
dt2
=  dui3
dt
+KgKmKab3 tan
 1 ue3
+KgKmKaFeedi3 +KgKmdi3
(3.12)
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
m
d2ue4
dt2
=  due4
dt
 KgKmKaa4 tan 1 ue4
 KgKmKac4 tan 1 ui4 +KgKmde4
+KgKmKaFeede4 + k24 tan
 1 ue2
+k34 tan
 1 ue3 + k14 tan 1 ue1
m
d2ui4
dt2
=  dui4
dt
+KgKmKab4 tan
 1 ue4
+KgKmKaFeedi4 +KgKmdi4
(3.13)
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In the CPG network, CPGs have internal feedback and external input signals which
can automatically change the arbitrary values depending on the road surface changes.
These CPGs are mounted on each leg, and mutually coupled with each other.
In this paper, we present an irregular surface including obstacle and up-down slope.
Because of the heavy mass of this kinds of robot, the stable range of robot body pitch
and roll angles is straitness during robot moving. We set the stable range of the roll
angle of the robot's body on the at road is -10  15deg. controlled by the a, b and c
which designed to walk on the at road. The mission of gyroscope is denoted the roll
angle of robot's body. To walk over the obstacle, CPG model will generate a high cycle
to the joint using Feede;i value for adjusting the range of joints angle for controlling the
body angle as the robot walks on the up-down slope. On the other hand, to overcome
the up-down slope, the CPG network will change the parameters to adjust the range
of the joint. If the slope angle exceeds the body stable range, the exterior signals will
stimulate the CPG control system to adjust the parameter Feede;i for keeping the body
angle saved as walking on irregular terrain.
In the following experiment, through the signal from the operator, the robot can
recognize the changing of the road condition from the at road to up or down slope
and change the suitable parameters. By using this concept, the robot can walks on the
tough condition of terrain with an adaptive rhythmic joints motion. The CPG control
system has an ability to receive information from environment for controlling the robot
adaptive walking in complex condition.
To achievement the gait of legged robot, the gait planning is necessary to analyze.
Gait is the movement's pattern of the limbs of animals with some solid substrate during
locomotion. Animal species use dierent gaits depend on the way of keeping the stable
for the center of gravity. Most animals use a variety of gaits based on speed, weight
and energetic eciency include trot, pace and crawl gait. We will analyze these gait
by using CPG network to control the quadruped robot.
3.5.2 Trot gait
Trot walking pattern is a gait which diagonal leg pairs up and down together in half
for medium speed gait with smart animals such as dog and horse [90]. The trot is the
main way to animals travel quickly from one place to the next phase [91]. Quadruped
robots are mostly controlled by using trot walking pattern to keep the light weight
balance easily. The topology of trot gait is shown in Fig. 3.29.
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Figure 3.29: The topology of trot gait
In the Fig. 3.29, we dene the four legs as Hind-Left (HL) leg ! Front-Left (FL)
leg ! Hind-Right (HR) leg ! Front-Right (FR) leg. There are four CPG units in
the network, to achievement dierent gait by using the value of kij. The coupling
parameters kij can adjust the structure of CPG network to control the joint angle for
the trot pattern. It is the couplings that ensure the stability of oscillation and phase
lock to solid substrate. CPG network can connection to adopt and correspond each
elements for generate the joint angle. The parameters are shown in the Table. 3.9, the
output of the CPG network are shown in Fig. 3.30  3.33.
Table 3.9: CPG network coupling parameters sets for trot gait
ka12 0 ka13  1 ka14 1 ka21 0
ka23 1 ka24  1 ka31 1 ka32 1
ka34 0 ka41  1 ka42 1 ka43 0
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Figure 3.30: The response of ue
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Figure 3.31: The limit cycle of ue
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Figure 3.32: The response of ui
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Figure 3.33: The limit cycle of ui
In Fig. 3.30 and Fig. 3.31, the ue and ui can generate the period signals. CPG1
and CPG3 are the same wave, CPG2 and CPG4 are symmetrical pattern with inverse
direction. It is classic angle joint for the trot gait. Fig. 3.32 and Fig. 3.33 show the
limit cycle of ue and ui. The trajectory are move regularly around limit cycle. Through
adjust the coupling parameters of kij, the CPG network has ability to generate the trot
pattern gait stably.
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3.5.3 Pace gait
The pace is a locomotion of lateral leg with beat gait. In the pace gait, the two legs
on the front of two legs move forward together, unlike the trot, the two legs diagonally
opposite from each other move together. The center of gravity will move radially during
pace gait pattern. The topology of trot gait is shown in Fig. 3.34.
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Figure 3.34: The topology of pace gait
In the Fig. 3.34, pace is a gait with same lateral leg pairs and phase dierence of 1/2
between two leg pairs. CPG network is built through the holosymmetric connection of
four oscillators with kij. The parameters are shown in the Table. 5.6, the output of
CPG network are shown in Fig. 3.35  3.38. The CPG network coupling parameters
are shown in Table 3.10.
Table 3.10: CPG network coupling parameter sets for pace gait
ka12 1 ka13 0 ka14 1 ka21  1
ka23 1 ka24 0 ka31 0 ka32 1
ka34 1 ka41 1 ka42 0 ka43  1
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Figure 3.35: The response of ue
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Figure 3.36: The limit cycle of ue
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Figure 3.37: The response of ui
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Figure 3.38: The limit cycle of ui
In Fig. 3.35 and Fig. 3.36, the ue and ui can generate the period signals and the
CPG1 and CPG2 are the same wave, CPG3 and CPG4 are periodic signal with the
same frequency but the direction is inverse over time. Fig. 3.37 and Fig. 3.38 are the
limit cycle of ue and ui. All of the CPG unit's ue and ui are stable and regular move
around limit cycle with dierent diameter for adjusting the speed of pace gait as legged
robot running.
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3.5.4 Crawl gait
Through planning the trajectory of robot COG location, the based stable joints
gait can be get when the robot moves on the at road with one cycle walking gait
[92] [93]. These joints signals are dened as the basic restriction of CPG units to
generate the appropriate periodic gait for the intermittent crawl pattern during the
robot moving. The topology of crawl gait is shown in Fig. 3.39. The CPG network
coupling parameters are shown in Table 5.6
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Figure 3.39: The topology of crawl gait
Table 3.11: CPG network coupling parameter sets for crawl gait
ka12 1 ka13 1 ka14 0 ka21  1
ka23 0 ka24  1 ka31 1 ka32 0
ka34 1 ka41 0 ka42 1 ka43  1
The dynamic equations of the proposed CPG model are formulated as follow:
m
d2ue
dt2
=  due
dt
 KgKmKaa tan 1 ue
 KgKmKac tan 1 ui +KgKmde
+KgKmKaFeede (3.14)
m
d2ui
dt2
=  dui
dt
+KgKmKab tan
 1 ue
+KgKmKaFeedi +KgKmdi (3.15)
b = bcpgN<

1 + i
p
=(0; ue)

(3.16)
c = ccpgN<

1 + i
p
=(0; ui)

(3.17)
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N = <

1  iKswing
q
mod(Nswing; 4)  1

(3.18)
=(0; ue) =
8<: 0   ue (0 is max angle) 0 + ue (0 is min, initial angle) (3.19)
Here bcpg and ccpg are the parameters of unit to generate the periodic signals. 0
denotes basic joint angle from COG thesis computation, which include maximum angle,
minimum angle, initial angle and the timing of these angle. ue and ui are the joint
angles which generated by the CPG unit in real time. Nswing is a counter to record the
summation of all the leg's swing motions. Kswing is the gain.
As the Eq. (3.18) shows, N is a parameter to adjust b and c. It is calculated by the
arithmetical compliment of 4 denoted four legs of this robot. In the swing phase of
each leg, Nswing = 1  3. The real part of N is 1 until four legs nishing theirs swing
phase. At this time, Nswing is the multiple of 4, N will become bigger adjust b and
c for body moving. Eq. (3.19) shows the =(0; ue) to control the imaginary part of b
through 0 value at dierent time which calculated by COG thesis.
As the Fig. 3.40 shown, ui and ue as the joint angle, are transmitted to a nonlinear
element tan 1. The two DC motors can be operated by the armature voltage with
external feedback signals rapidly. By using this method, the process of evaluating
higher order equation's parameter is simplied. Through arbitrarily adjusting the
dierential equations' parameters: a, b and c, DC motor can change the oscillator
frequency and amplitude of this CPG unit to control the robot joints.
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Figure 3.40: Responses of internal states of the CPG unit
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For accomplishing the intermittent crawl pattern, we induce the complex number
to adjust the CPG output signals ui and ue based on the previous joints information
calculated by COG thesis. At the swing phase of each leg, the value of N is 1, pa-
rameters b and c will control the CPG unit to achieve the swing motion of each leg.
As shown in the equations, b and c are the real part of the complex number, during
this phase. The joints will be controlled by the periodic signal under the real part of
the complex number b and c until the CPG unit output is bigger than 0. At this
moment, the real part of the complex number will become 0 and the signal of CPG
will be immobilized during the timing of this signal until next motion. By using this
way, the basic information of joints angle from COG thesis can be used to adjust the
CPG unit for achieving the swing of each leg about the intermittent crawl pattern.
To control the CPG unit accomplishing the body motion with 1st joint control, we
used the concept of the arithmetical compliment to adjust parameter N for generating
the high amplitude of each 1st joints after swing phase of each legs. Depend on this
method, each 1st joint will be move together to control the body achieving the forward
motion, until the joint angle get the 0 range and the next walking cycle is start.
To generate the appropriate joint frequency and amplitude for the quadruped walking
with the intermittent crawl pattern, we set a = 2.5, bcpg = 18, ccpg = 18, and Kswing =
3 to adjust the output of the CPG unit.
By using complex number as the CPG coupling parameter b and c, CPG unit can
be adjust the amplitude and frequency not only periodic wave but also constant to the
motor. The CPG unit has an ability to command the joint moving in the at road
with the crawl walking pattern by communicating the signals COG control thesis.

CHAPTER 4
Developed Quadruped Robot
In order to conrm the validity of the proposed control system, a quadruped robot
is fabricated to implement adaptation in an unknown environment. This robot can
walk at low and medium speed with crawl gait pattern as the reptile. By using the
biological neural system for locomotion, the quadruped robot has a capability to move
with stability. Fig. 4.1 shows the appearance of the developed quadruped robot.
1st joint
2nd joint
3rd joint
BR
FR FL
BL
Figure 4.1: Developed Quadruped Robot
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The overall height is 53 cm, width is 84 cm, length is 72 cm, the total weight of it
28 kg. There are total of 12 degree-of-freedom to control this robot. Each leg of it has
three active joints which provides a total of three degree-of-freedom including hip yaw
joint, knee and ankle pitch joints. The parameters of quadruped robot are shown in
Table 4.1.
The main function of the 1st joint is to provide the primary power for the forward
motion as the robot walks. The 2nd and 3rd joints are mostly used to adjust the leg
height. Every joint is driven by geared DC motor (24 V, 50 min 1, 0.29 Nm), the
potentiometer can measure each joint angle to feedback position signal. To measured
the body angle of the robot, two inclination sensors are carried in the inside of the
body which measure the pitch and roll angles of the robot body. The power is supplied
from the outside of the robot and the control signals of each joint are also sent from
the personal computer to the robot. Because the exterior sensor is not provided with
it, the robot will use exterior signal of operator to recognize the dierent conditions
of the terrain. By using this kind of feedback information, the robot can change the
range of joint motion as walks on irregular terrains.
Table 4.1: Parameters of quadruped robot
Unit Value
Whole length mm 720
Width mm 840
Height mm 650
Weight kg 26.5
Length of rst link mm 120
Length of second link mm 200
Length of third link mm 390
4.1 Mechanical of quadruped robot
4.1.1 Hip joint
The mechanical structure of hip joint is consisted of synchronous belt pulley and
harmonic drive as shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3. The tension force is generated at
the driver pulley belt by using the belt motion, the eective position can control the
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hip angle in overtime. Compare the gear, the advantage of synchronous belt pulley is
support the gear for the hip joint with light weight [94].
Figure 4.2: The mechanical of hip joint
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Figure 4.3: Wireframe model
In the Fig. 4.3, there are four hip joints in this robot. Each of hip joint install
synchronous belt pulleys with harmonic drive. The harmonic drive has a characteristic
of providing a high velocity reduction in a relative package permitting high torque
amplication with only small motors [95]. The wave generator is made up of two
separate parts: an elliptical disk called a wave generator plug and an outer ball bearing.
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4.1.2 Knee joint
The knee joints of this robot are mostly used to adjust the leg height and sustain the
weight of body as robot walking. We use the gear to transfer the speed of DC motor.
The gearing ratio is xed, joint angle can be calculate with simple equation by using
this mechanical as shown in Fig. 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Mechanical of knee joint
This mechanical reduce the speed of the motor but increase the torque with gear
reduction. The low gearing ratio can indicative of conservative power. To control the
joint angle accurately, harmonic driver is used, as in the A.0.1 shown.
In this gure, it shows the internal structure of harmonic driver. In the mechanism
system, there are three important components include wave generator, ex spline and
circular spline for rotation lucratively. The wave generator is made up of two separate
parts that a wave generator plug and an outer ball bearing. It is enclosed in a ball-
bearing assembly that function as the rotating input element. When the wave generator
transfers its elliptical shape to the exspline and the external circular spline teeth have
engaged the internal circular spline teeth at two opposing locations, a positive gear
mesh occurs at those engagement point [96]. Flex spline is very thin, but in the
bottom the metrical is thick and rigid. The third part is circular spline, it is a rigid
circular ring with teeth inside. The ex spline and wave generator are placed inside
the circular spline, meshing the teeth of the ex spline and the circular spline.
The advantages of harmonic driver are without backlash as joint startup or brake.
The structure also very compactness, it is useful to achievement precise angle control.
Harmonic driver can work under high torque capability as robot walking. High gear
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reduction ratios can work in a small space [97].
4.1.3 Ankle joint
The ankle joint of this research need load the weight of whole body. The ankle range
can decide the height of obstacle which robot is ability to come over. To the mechanical
system, we also use harmonic driver to support the precise control. Touch sensors is
installed in the sole of each leg can detect the leg conditions, the cable can connect
central controller in the hole of mechanism.
Figure 4.5: Mechanical of ankle joint
By using this mechanical system, quadruped robots can stand easily in a stable
position with twelve joints. Because of the mechanical concept of reptile, wider choice of
foot can place to maintain static balance. And walking control can become conveniently
and precisely through the synchronous belt pulley and harmonic drive.
4.2 Control system of quadruped robot
4.2.1 Motor controller system
To control the robot joins, we use AVR micro-controller as shown in A.0.2. By using
duty radio, we can adjust the PWM to drive the DC motor for the robot joints angle.
There are twelve AVR micro-controllers to control each of the DC motor under the
current feedback through A/D function.
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DC motor is used to control the robot widely, in recent years. It develops and
manufactures brushed and brush-less electric DC motors with corresponding encoders,
gears and control electronics . To support the high torque for the robot joins, we use
Maxon DC Motor SS23F to generate high precise power to the robot joint with direct
current as shown in A.0.3.
There are twelve DC motors installed in quadruped robot for driving each joint. The
torque is enough to driver the quadruped robot and the joint velocity can achieve to
the CPG unit signal. The m of DC motor is 0.46 and the Km is 4.8. These value of
DC motor can generate the periodic signals for the CPG network by using the coupling
parameters kij.
Motor controller is a device to govern in the performance of the electric motor with
PWM signals. It is an automatic method to drive the motor and include selecting
forward or reverse rotation. In this research, we use H bridge to control the DC motor
using the command of controller, as shown in Fig. 4.6. The electro-circuit is shown in
Fig. 4.7. H bridge is an electronic circuit that enables a voltage to be applied across a
load in either direction [98].
Figure 4.6: Motor Driver
As the Fig. 4.6 shown, the PWM command will be generated by AVR, to driver
the DC motor through the FET drive circuit. The angle position of DC motor can
feedback to controller by using F/V converter and current sensor.
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Figure 4.7: Motor driver circuit
4.2.2 Sensory feedback system
The sensory feedback system can feedback the environment information to control
the robot generating the suitable angle joint. It is include potentiometers, inclinometers
and pressure seniorities as the A.0.4 shown. By using two inclinometers, the robot has
a capability to get the roll and pitch angle of body as walking in the complex surface.
The potentiometers which installed in each robot's joint can feedback the joint angle
conveniently. Through the pressure sensors robot can recognize the swing phase or
stance phase to adjust the CPG network with crawl gait pattern. Each kind of sensor
and the calculated method of feedback information will be denoted in this part.
Potentiometer is a three-terminal resistor with a sliding contact that forms an ad-
justable voltage divider. It is used to measure the angular position of the axle or shaft
passed through the varying of voltage. When mounted on the rotating shaft of a mov-
ing portion of the robot, the potentiometer provides precise feedback information for
its angular position. The potentiometer measuring instrument is essentially a voltage
divider for measuring the current by using the analog-to-digital converter of AVR as
the A.0.5 shown.
The potentiometer can be integrated circuits to built from discrete components.
These circuits are used in robotics for controlling the twelve joints with supporting DC
motors to run forwards and backwards. By using the potentiometer, each of the robot
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joint angle can be feedback to the motor controller for achievement the speed control.
The inclinometer is an instrument for measuring angles of slope in industry such as
elevation or depression of an object. It is very precise denote the angle value stably by
using the earth's magnetic eld in respect to the horizontal plane. In this research, we
use D5R-L02-60 to feedback the robot body angle as shown in A.0.6.
Astrolabes are inclinometers that are used for navigation and locating astronomical
objects. In order to achieve the required accuracy, repeatability aspects must be con-
sidered in the robot control system. The mounting interface to the robot for reducing
the noisy of robot body as walking time.
The pressure sensor can measures pressure force by using gases or the material of
synthetic resin. It is an expression of the force required to in terms of force per unit
area. We use pressure sensor to feedback the robot foot position for recognize the gait
pattern, the sensor as shown in Fig. 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Pressure sensor
If the robot leg is in the swing phase, the value of pressure sensor is low, and if the
foot is touch the ground, high voltage will feedback to robot controller. There are four
pressure sensors installed in every leg of quadruped robot for recognize the foot touch
the ground or not. Through the feedback of touch sensors, robot can generate the gait
patter by using stance phase and swing phase.
To generate the intermittent crawl pattern, an important task is to achieve coor-
dinated movement among the robot joints such that the COG moves in the support
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triangle while the robot walks [99]. By using the information of pressure sensor and
potentiometer, quadruped robot can the adjust the COG in the support polygon dur-
ing each leg in swing phase. And then COG can move with four hip joints moving
together during stance phase of every leg in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Sensor control system
In this gure showed, we dene the swing sequence of the leg as Hind-Left (HL) leg
! Front-Left (FL) leg ! Hind-Right (HR) leg ! Front-Right (FR) leg to design the
gait pattern. We dene a stable support triangle to plan the trajectory of the COG as
the robot walks on a at road. The equation of COG coordinates of the x axis and y
axis is as follows:
(COGx; COGy) =
0BB@
X
i
mixiX
i
mi
;
X
i
miyiX
i
mi
1CCA (4.1)
Where COGx and COGy are the COG coordinates of x and y axes. i is the number
of each robot part, mi is the mass of each part, xi and yi are the position coordinates
of the COG of each part and can be calculated from the joint angle. By the coordinate
conversion to the world coordinates, the robot COG is controlled into a stable support
triangle. When the swing phase of each leg is complete, the second phase of the
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intermittent crawl pattern will start to control the robot body by moving during stance
phase of four legs [100]. The joint angles and distance of body movement can be dened
by COG trajectory using the support polygon. Depend on this method, we can acquire
a series of joint angles for controlling the robot walking on a at road with elementary
stable gait. However, if the robot walks in an unknown environment or the road
condition becomes complex, the direct computation of this kinds of kinematic chain
will become dicult. Furthermore devising a systematic inverse and direct kinematic
formulation for the overall quadruped robot is a dicult task. By using the feedback
system, robot body angle and COG position can feedback to CPG control system for
achieving robot walking on a rough terrain with the intermittent crawl pattern.
4.2.3 Robot control system
In order to conrm the validity of the proposed quadruped robot, a legged robot con-
trol system is fabricated to implement adaptation in dynamic walking in an unknown
environment as shown in Fig. 4.10.
In this control system, each joint is driven by geared DC motor through the motor
driver with AVR command. The potentiometer can measure each joint angle to feed-
back angle position signal to PC. It is the center controller in this system. To measure
the body angle of the robot, two inclination sensors are carried in the inside of the
body which measure the pitch and roll angles of the robot body. The pressure sensor
can measures pressure force during the robot walking and sent to PC to achieve the
support triangle area. The A/D board which we used are DA12-16(PCI)E to connect
signals from computer to motor driver. AD12-16(PCI)E is a A/D board to feedback
the signal from sensor system to central controller.
The power is supplied from the outside of the robot and the control signals of each
joint are also sent from the personal computer to the robot. By using this kind of
feedback information, the robot can change the range of joint motion as walks on
irregular terrains.
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Figure 4.10: Control system of quadruped robot

CHAPTER 5
Experiment result
5.1 Simulation experiment
5.1.1 Flat road
To conrm the validity of the CPG network and determined coupling parameters in
the simulation, an experiment using the developed quadruped robot is conducted. In
this experiment, CPG parameters and coupling parameters of the CPG network are set
to the same value as the trot pattern. MATLAB is mainly used to the control program
for achievement the motion of quadruped robot. Featherstone dynamics assemble tree
is induced in this simulation environment for real-time moving control. The size of
joint and the mass of each parts are same as the real robot. Figure 5.12 shows the
simulation environment.
Figure 5.1: The experiment of at surface
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To control the robot walking on the at surface, we propose an locomotive system
by using a new central pattern generator model, in which the inhibitory and excitatory
neurons are replaced by two DC motors that drive the joints of the legs directly. In
order to generate the regular oscillatory signals for the quadruped robot, four CPG
models are mutually connected to each other to control the joints of each leg. The
parameter sets are shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.
Table 5.1: CPG parameter sets
Environment ai bi ci
Flat surface 2.5 18 18
Up or down slope 2 20 20
Table 5.2: CPG network coupling parameter sets for trot gait
ka12 0 ka13  1 ka14 1 ka21 0
ka23 1 ka24  1 ka31 1 ka32 1
ka34 0 ka41  1 ka42 1 ka43 0
Figure. 5.2 shows the responses of the touch sensor, black areas indicate the stance
phase and the white areas indicate the swing phase. As simulation result shown, the
timing of four feet is regular and stable. And FL and BR are controlled in the same
rhythm and it is invert to BL and FR.
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Time [s]
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Figure 5.2: Scheme of the gait pattern
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Figures 5.3  5.5 show the responses of the joint angles in the at surface conditions.
The angles direction of FR and BL are invert to the joint angles of FL and BR. The
angle rage of each joint become stable after 1.5s.
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Figure 5.3: Hip angle of quadruped robot
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Figure 5.4: Knee angle of quadruped robot
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Figure 5.5: Ankle angle of quadruped robot
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Figures 5.6  5.8 show the limit cycle of the joint angles as the robot walking. The
trajectories of hip, knee and ankle joints angle are move regularly and the size of limit
cycles are stable after 1.5s.
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Figure 5.6: Limit cycle of hip angle
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Figure 5.7: Limit cycle of knee angle
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Figure 5.8: Limit cycle of ankle angle
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Figures 5.9 shows the body angle include roll, yaw and pitch. As the gure shown,
after 1.5s, the adjustment of body angle is nished, the robot can walk stably with trot
gait pattern.
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Figure 5.9: The angle of robot body
The acceleration of robot body is shown in Fig. 5.10. The force of ground friction is
regular as the robot walking on the at surface after 1s. Because of the stable joints
gait were generated by CPG network.
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Figure 5.10: The acceleration of robot body
The simulation results demonstrate the stability of oscillators of the CPG and the
validity of the proposed control strategy. By using proposed control system, the robot
can realize an adaptive and stable walking on at surface. The quadruped robot can
walk stability with the periodic signal from oscillations.
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5.1.2 Complex surface
In this research, we have designed two parameters sets for walking on irregular
surfaces. Using the inclinometer signals, the robot body angle will be acquired in real
time so that the parameters to overcome the irregular terrain can be chosen. If the range
of the robot body angle is within  5 deg, the CPG network will use the parameter set
for the at ground to control the joint movement. If the roll angle deviates from this
range, the CPG control system will change the parameters for downward or upward
slope depending on the gyroscope information. When the roll angle is lower than -10
deg, the CPG model will generate a series of high cyclic signals to control the joint by
using Feede;i. The parameter sets are shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.6.
Table 5.3: CPG parameter sets
Environment ai bi ci
Flat surface 2.5 18 18
Table 5.4: CPG network coupling parameter sets for crawl gait
ka12 1 ka13 1 ka14 0 ka21  1
ka23 0 ka24  1 ka31 1 ka32 0
ka34 1 ka41 0 ka42 1 ka43  1
In the following simulations, the walking environment includes a upward slope and
an obstacle, as shown in the Fig. 5.11, where  is set to 13 deg, and the height of the
step is 20 cm. This information is unknown to the quadruped robot, and the robot
will walk over the surface using the CPG control system.
θ
A
C B
20 cm
Figure 5.11: The experiment of complex surface
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The results are presented below to demonstrate the validity of the proposed adaptive
walking control system to evaluate the developed CPG network control system by using
Featherstone's dynamics arithmetic. Figure 5.12 shows the simulation shows the pitch
angle of the robot body.
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Figure 5.12: Pitch angle of the robot body
Figure 5.13 shows the roll angle of the robot body and Fig. 5.14  5.16 show the
responses of the joint angles by using the CPG network for dierent surface conditions.
Fig. 5.17  5.19 show the limit cycle of each angles as the robot walking to evaluate
the characteristics of the CPG network. Fig. 5.20 shows the acceleration of the center
of gravity.
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Figure 5.13: Roll angle of the robot body
As Fig. 5.13 shown, before 3.5 s, the robot walked on a at road. Because the body
angle did not deviate from the stable range, the robot walked on the ground using the
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Figure 5.14: Angle of the rst joint
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Figure 5.15: Angle of the second joint
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Figure 5.16: Angle of the third joint
parameter set for the at surface. However, at 4.5 s, robot moved on the upward slope
corresponding to point A in Fig. 5.13, and the body angle was outside the at ground
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Figure 5.17: Limit cycle of the rst joint angle
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Figure 5.18: Limit cycle of the second joint angle
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Figure 5.19: Limit cycle of the third joint angle
range. The sensor of body angle on the robot detected the change of the road surface.
By changing the parameters of ai, bi and ci, the range of joint angles was adjusted.
As a result, the CPG network can generate the periodic joint motions appropriate for
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overcoming the upward slope and walking from point B to C. At 11 s, the robot
approaches the obstacle and the roll angle changes acutely. At this time, the CPG
network generates high cyclic period signals by using Feedai. Thus the robot avoids
stumbling and can walk stably.
Figures. 5.14  5.16 show the joint information as the robot walks. The CPG
network has ability to generated stable periodic signals for dierent slope. By using
proposed control strategy the robot get the suitable gait immediately, therefore, the
trajectory returns the desired trajectory after a small number of periods. Fig. 5.17 
5.19 show the limit cycle of joint angle during robot walking. The trajectory of the
limit cycle starts an initial point and around a stable orbit quickly. When the robot
entered complex surface the angle cannot approach the orbit, joint velocity will become
irregular for disturb accelerate of the impact occurs the point A, B, C, D. Through
the simulation results, the limit cycle prove the stability of oscillators and the validity
of control strategy.
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Figure 5.20: Roll angle of the robot body
As the robot walks, CPG units can automatically change the arbitrary rhythmic
values in accordance with the road condition. The new CPG model can generate
regular signals for the quadruped robot. Moreover, by changing the parameters of the
CPG network and using the plural feedback information, the quadruped robot can
walk continuously on the irregular terrain. By using the complex feedback value, the
robot can avoid stumbling on an obstacle.
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5.2 Developed robot experimental results
In order to verify that the designed CPG network can generate an intermittent crawl
pattern with an independent adaptability signal, an experiment using the developed
quadruped robot is conducted. In this experiment, we designed two parameters sets
for Feede;i for a robot walking on an irregular surface. If the robot is walking on a
at road, the CPG network will generate a walking gait for each joint by using the
complex number of the CPG unit. When the condition of the road changes from a
at surface, the robot will recognized this information via the signal from the operator
and adjust the parameters Feede;i for walking on the irregular terrain. The values
of Feede;i determined by our previous simulation experiments, which include calcu-
lating the dierential equations of the CPG network and constructing the mechanical
dynamics model of a quadruped robot, are shown in Table 5.5  5.7.
Table 5.5: CPG parameter sets
Environment ai bi ci
Flat surface 2.5 18 18
Up or down slope 2 20 20
Table 5.6: CPG network coupling parameter sets for crawl gait
ka12 1 ka13 1 ka14 0 ka21  1
ka23 0 ka24  1 ka31 1 ka32 0
ka34 1 ka41 0 ka42 1 ka43  1
Table 5.7: Sets of external feedback signal to the CPG unit
Flat surface Up slope Down slope
Feede;i 0 -17 3
In the following experiment, the walking environment includes an up slope and a
down slope, as shown in Fig. 5.21, where the angle of the slope is set to 12 deg and
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14 deg, respectively. Such information is unknown to the robot. Points A, B, and C
are the markers on the slope denoting the boundary of the body angle range when
the robot stands at these points. If the robot moves at these marks, the body angle
deviates from the stable range, and the operator will sent a signal to prompt the CPG
unit to adjust the walking gait. The results are presented below to demonstrate the
validity of the proposed adaptive walking control system.
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Figure 5.21: Up-down slope used in experiment
Figure. 5.22 shows the responses of the touch sensor, black areas indicate the stance
phase and the white areas indicate the swing phase.
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Figure 5.22: Scheme of gait pattern
Points A, B, and C are the markers on the slope denoting the boundary of the body
angle range when the robot stands at these points. If the robot moves at these marks,
the body angle deviates from the stable range, and the operator will sent a signal to
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prompt the CPG unit to adjust the walking gait. The results are presented below to
demonstrate the validity of the proposed adaptive walking control system.
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Figure 5.23: FL leg
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Figure 5.24: FR leg
Figure 5.23  5.26 show the responses of the joint angles of the robot's four legs using
the CPG network for the robot walking under dierent surface conditions. Before 2
min, the robot moved on the at surface using the parameter set Feede;i of the at
surface with a crawl walking pattern. However, at 2 min, the robot moved onto the
up slope at the point A in the Fig. 5.21. The robot detected the change in the road
surface via the signal from the operator. By changing the parameter set Feede;i, the
range of joint angles were adjusted to change the heights of the front leg and hind legs
in dierent directions to keep the robot body's angle in the stable range until moving
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Figure 5.25: BL leg
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Figure 5.26: BR leg
to point B. Through this method, Feede;i can change the parameters to generate
the suitable periodic joint motions for overcoming the at surface and the down slope
during the walk from point B to C at 9 min and 12 min.
To conrm the validity of the feedback parameter, we compare two groups of experi-
ment results. Fig. 5.27(a) and Fig. 5.27(b) show the roll and pitch angles for the robot
walking with control using CPG interior parameters without the feedback parameter.
As the robot walked on the at surface, the roll angle was regular and stable, and the
pitch angle moved between -10  15 deg. When the robot moved to point A, pitch
angle deviated from the stable range. At 6.2 minutes the pitch angle became irregular
and the robot tumbled on the up slope. Because of the lack of feedback information
from the environment, the interior parameters a, b, and c were xed. The CPG network
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could not generate the adaptive joint angles for the up slope.
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Figure 5.27: Responses of robot body angle without Feede;i
However, when the CPG system included Feede;i, through the adjustment of the
feedback parameter, the robot joint angles can be adjusted to change the walking gait,
allowing the robot to walk stably on the up slope. The roll and pitch angles were stable,
as Fig. 5.28(a) and Fig. 5.28(b) show. In the same way, CPG control system changes
the parameters at point B and C to enable the robot to continue walking stably.
Depending on the exterior signal stimulating, the CPG control system can induce the
stable intermittent crawl pattern for the robot walking under this surface condition.
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As the robot walks, the body angle is held within the stable range, particularly on the
up and down slopes, through the adjustment of the parameters. The quadruped robot
was able to walk on the irregular terrain, as depicted in Fig. 5.29(a)  Fig. 5.29(f).
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Figure 5.28: Responses of robot body angle with Feede;i
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Figure 5.29: Frame of the video during robot walking

CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
　 In this paper, the adaptive walking control system using the new CPG model in-
cluding DC motor dynamics for quadruped robot has been proposed. During the robot
walking, CPG units can automatically change the arbitrary rhythmic values depending
on the dierent road condition.
We use Featherstone's Articulated-Body Algorithm to calculate the mechanical dy-
namics model of quadruped moving. To calculate the velocities of each articulated-
body, We dene the quadruped robot as a three-dimensional solid object bounded
by six square faces just like regular hexahedron. By using tree-structure mechanisms,
Featherstone's Articulated-Body Algorithm can calculate the dynamics of every part of
the quadruped robot rather than that of the whole body eciently. Through recursive
analysis of frictionless rigid-body contact between the joints of robot's leg, we can get
a dynamic model to solve the acceleration of every part of the robot matrix for control
locomotion.
The new CPGmodel has a capability to generate the regular signals for the quadruped
robot. Moreover, by changing the parameters of CPG network and using the plural
feedback information, the quadruped robot can walk continuously on the irregular ter-
rain. By using the complex feedback value, the robot can avoid stumble on a obstacle.
The superuous calculation of dynamic is needless when the robot walks on the irreg-
ular terrain. In order to conrm that the proposed CPG network can generate a series
of adaptive gait in dierent kinds walking environment, we carried out experiments
involving the walking on an up-down slope. Through inducing the concept of COG
(central of gravity), the parameters of CPG unit can be changed to adjust the period
and amplitude of oscillation for intermittent crawl walking pattern with independent
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adaptability of joints angles. Adjusting these mutual parameters, the periodic signals
of CPG unit will vary intensely to response the message of environment. The output of
CPG unit has ability to vary the wave in the period of the patterned cycle. Moreover,
by using the plural parameters information, CPG units can change the angle range of
joints to control the COG in the stable region depending on dierent road conditions.
By using the complex parameters, the robot can overcome this road with a occasional
rhythmic joints motion. By using the complex feedback value, the robot can avoid
stumbling on an obstacle. By using limit cycle, the oscillator behavior can be illus-
trated in the graphic representation. The comparative simulation results demonstrate
that this new CPG unit which include two DC motors, can satisfy the demand of CPG
excitatory and inhibitory unit, Experiment results demonstrated that the CPG net-
work can autonomously generate the suitable periodic motion patterns of each joint
under dierent surface conditions.
The results of the experiment demonstrated that the proposed CPG network can
autonomously generates the suitable periodic motion patterns of each joint in dierent
surface condition.
Appendix A
Appendix
A.0.1
To control the joint angle accurately, harmonic driver is used, as the Fig. A.1 shown.
In this gure, it shows the internal structure of harmonic driver. The ex spline and
wave generator are placed inside the circular spline, meshing the teeth of the ex spline
and the circular spline. The parameters are shown in Table. A.1.
Flex spline
Wave generator
Circular spline
Figure A.1: Developed Quadruped Robot (http://www.hds.co.jp/products)
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Table A.1: Harmonic driver parameter sets
Unit Value
Pattern CSF-17-30-2UH　
Radio 30
Rated Torque at 2000rpm N・m 4.0
Limit for Repeated Peak Torque N・m 9.0
Limit for Average Torque N・m 6.8
Limit for Momentary Peak Torque N・m 17
Maxim rated revolutions min 1 8500
A.0.2
The AVR is one of the popular micro-controller families to use on chip ash memory
include that ROM, EPROM, and EEPROM, it is shown in Fig. A.2. It can output the
PWM signal with precise duty radio and feedback the current accurately with A/D
pin. The parameters are shown in Table. A.2.
Figure A.2: AVR micro-controller ( http://www.atmel.com/ja/jp )
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Table A.2: AVR parameter sets
Unit Value
Pattern number ATmega88
Pin 28
Operating Voltage V 5
Max. Operating Frequency MHz 20
EEPROM Bytes 512
CPU bit 16
A.0.3
DC motor is used to control the robot widely, in recent years. It develops and
manufactures brushed and brush-less electric DC motors with corresponding encoders,
gears and control electronics . To support the high torque for the robot joins, we use
Maxon DC Motor SS23F to generate high precise power to the robot joint with direct
current as shown in Fig. A.3. The parameters are shown in Table. A.3.
Figure A.3: Maxon DC Motor SS23F
A.0.4
Potentiometer is a three-terminal resistor with a sliding contact that forms an ad-
justable voltage divider shown in Fig. A.4. It is used to measure the angular position
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Table A.3: DC motor parameters sets
Unit Value
Patter number SS23F
Voltage V 24
Current A 0.8
Maxim speed rpm 3000
Torque N・m 0.032
of the axle or shaft passed through the varying of voltage. When mounted on the rotat-
ing shaft of a moving portion of the robot, the potentiometer provides precise feedback
information for its angular position. The potentiometer can be integrated circuits to
built from discrete components.
Figure A.4: Potentiometer 3590S
A.0.5
The inclinometer is an instrument for measuring angles of slope in industry such as
elevation or depression of an object. It is very precise denote the angle value stably
by using the earth's magnetic eld in respect to the horizontal plane. In this research,
we use D5R-L02-60 to feedback the robot body angle as shown in Fig. A.5. The
parameters are shown Table. A.4.
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Figure A.5: Inclinometer（D5R-L02-60）(http://www.fa.omron.co.jp/products.html)
Table A.4: Inclinometer parameter sets
Unit Value
Pattern number D5R-L02-60
Support voltage V DC 5.0± 0.5
Maximum working current mA 20
Angle range deg ± 60
Maximum response time s 1
Maximum output current mA 0.1
A.0.6
The pressure sensor can measures pressure force by using gases or the material of
synthetic resin. It is an expression of the force required to in terms of force per unit
area. We use pressure sensor to feedback the robot foot position for recognize the gait
pattern, the sensor as shown in Fig. A.6.
Figure A.6: Inclinometer （D5R-L02-60）
The parameters are shown table. A.5. In the working voltage, the pressure sensor
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has ability to output the stable information of environment.
Table A.5: Pressure parameter sets
Unit Value
Maxim input voltage V 30
Working voltage V 3～6
Maxim current mA 20
Resistance without load k
 500
Resistance with load 
 500
Maxim Load kg 5
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